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Abstract

This paper presents a method for retrieving a cor-
responding map of a captured map image from a map
database. Our method is inspired from LLAH based
Document Image Retrieval (DIR). LLAH is a method
for recognizing a point by using a LLAH feature com-
posed of its neighbor points. Since Map Image Retrieval
(MIR) is achieved by analyzing distribution of intersec-
tions, the LLAH feature is used in order to describe the
distribution. In our method, registration and retrieval
in LLAH based DIR are improved for reducing the com-
putational costs of the retrieval. In addition, the LLAH
features are updated while a camera is moving. Our
improvements enable MIR to the case of strong camera
tilting, occlusion and fewer intersections.

1 Introduction

Geographical Information Systems (GIS) have be-
come one of essential tools for handling urban develop-
ment. GIS include spatial data such as buildings with
its temporal changes. Compared with a paper map,
digital GIS data can be updated anytime and be used
for several applications.

One of the research issues about GIS is the way of
displaying the spatial and temporal GIS data. Previous
works [6, 12, 13] have shown the advantages of Aug-
mented Reality (AR) techniques to display GIS data
on a physical map. For displaying the data at a precise
position, these systems have to compute the geomet-
rical relationship between a camera and a map. In
these works, they have computed the relationship by
using ARToolKit [6], local feature matching [12] and
analysis of distribution of intersections [13]. Use of the
distribution of intersections will be suitable for enhanc-
ing general use of the system because the distribution
should be the same in maps from different manufac-
tures. However, there were some limitations for the
camera motion in [13] because they applied only LLAH
based Document Image Retrieval (DIR) [9], which is a
method for retrieving the corresponding page of a cap-
tured document image from a document database.

In this paper, we propose AR GIS based on Map Im-
age Retrieval (MIR) inspired from LLAH based DIR.
Our method allows retrieval with fewer points with
strong camera tilting and faster processing against

LLAH based DIR. A captured map is retrieved from
a map database by analyzing a positional relationship
of intersections described by a LLAH feature. Since
the positional relationship changes according to the
changes of a user’s viewpoint, a new positional rela-
tionship is registered to enable free camera moving,
which is called LLAH Tracking. For evaluating our
system, the minimum number of intersections for MIR
will be discussed in the experimental results. From the
aspect of computational costs, we will show that our
algorithm will be compatible with AR systems. In ad-
dition, we will show our system can work in the case
of strong camera tilting and occlusions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we
will present related works of object recognition meth-
ods in Section 2. From the related works, the details
of LLAH based DIR which inspired our method will
be explained in Section 3. We will then provide an
overview of our system in Section 4 and its algorithm
including our improvement from LLAH based DIR in
Section 5. Finally, experimental results for evaluating
our algorithm will be presented in Section 6.

2 Related Works

The research issue for finding a match with a query
object using natural feature points has been addressed
in various ways. The feature points can be described as
a high-dimensional vector such as SIFT [8], SURF [2],
SIFT and Fern [15]. The features are robust in terms of
change of illumination, scale and rotation. The search
method can be addressed as a nearest neighbor search-
ing problem by the following approaches: ANN [1],
locality-sensitive-hashing [4] and a vocabulary tree [10].
Rich descriptors are well suited to the matching of fea-
ture points with few repetitive texture patterns. On
the other hand, 2D maps can be presented in different
ways without using descriptors. For example, there
are roads, their connectivity and intersections, which
should be same according to the manufacturers. Use
of such topological features enhances general use of the
system because it enables use of maps from different
manufactures.

Regarding the object recognition by topological fea-
tures, geometric hashing (GH) is a 3D object recogni-
tion method by using corners and edges [7]. Since a
geometrical invariant in GH needs huge computational



costs and memory size, GH is not suitable for AR ap-
plications.

Locally likely arrangement hashing (LLAH) focuses
on 2D object recognition by using positional relation-
ships of words’ centers, which was applied to DIR [9].
Compared with GH, computational costs and use of
memory are improved. Since an intersection can be
represented as a point, we apply LLAH to MIR. The
details of LLAH will be presented in Section 3.

3 LLAH

LLAH is a method for recognizing a point by po-
sitional relationships of its neighbor points [9]. When
LLAH features of x are computed in Figure 1, its n
neighbor points are firstly selected as abcdef (n = 6).
For computing a LLAH feature, m points are selected
from n points as abcde (m = 5). Since the number of
combination of the selections is nCm = n!

m!(n−m)! , nCm

features are registered for a point. From m points, 4
points are selected for computing a ratio of two trian-
gles, which is an affine invariant. Since the number of
ratios is mC4, the dimension of a LLAH feature is mC4.

For quick retrieval, a LLAH feature is stored as an
index computed by

Index =

(
mC4−1∑

i=0

r(i)k
i

)
mod Hsize (1)

where r(i)(i = 0, 1, ...,m C4 − 1) is ratios, k is quantiza-
tion level and Hsize is hash size. By numbering each
point, a LLAH feature is stored as (Index, Point ID).
If a collision happens at an index, the index is ignored
because discrimination of the index is low.

In LLAH based DIR, a word’s center is dealt as a
point. The process of LLAH based DIR can be di-
vided into off-line registration and on-line retrieval. In
the registration, LLAH features of words in all doc-
uments captured from a top view are registered in a
database. As described above, a word can have nCm

indexes. In the retrieval, a corresponding word of a
word in a captured document image is retrieved from
the database. The method takes into account the case
where the viewpoint is rotated. In Figure 1, neighbor
points are selected as abcdef , which order is stored in
the database. If the viewpoint is rotated, the order
of neighbor points may be bcdefa in a captured image.
For adapting the case, the method computes LLAH fea-
tures of every clockwise order such as abcdef , bcdefa
and so on. Since the number of the orders is n and each
order has nCm indexes, n ·n Cm indexes are retrieved
from the database. As a result, the corresponding word
is determined by voting.

Figure 1: LLAH

4 Proposed System
In our system, we use a physical map with col-

ored intersections for extracting intersections by simple
color segmentation (Figure 2(a)). Since there are some

researches for extracting intersections from a raster
map [3], we would like to focus on MIR using LLAH
Tracking.

The user has a hand-held device equipped with a
camera and a computer (Figure 2(b)). The map should
be put on any flat surface such as a table or a wall.

When the user captures a map (Figure 2(c)), its
corresponding map is retrieved from the database. At
the same time, a geometrical relationship between the
camera and the map is computed automatically. As
a result, 3D GIS data of the map is rendered (Fig-
ure 2(d)). The user can move the camera freely to
watch augmented information.

(a) Map (b) Usage

(c) Input (d) Output

Figure 2: System Overview

5 Algorithm

5.1 Overview

The initial database includes LLAH features of all
intersections in GIS. In the on-line process, the same
process is executed at every frame (Figure 3). Inter-
sections are extracted by using simple color segmen-
tation from a captured image because their color was
determined beforehand. For each intersection, the cor-
responding intersection is retrieved from the database
by using the LLAH features. From the retrieved inter-
sections, the area of the map can be determined. In
addition, the camera pose can be computed by using
the retrieved intersections for displaying 3D GIS data
of the area. At the same time, LLAH features of each
intersection in the captured image are updated.

Figure 3: On-line Process

5.2 Initial Database

In the registration of LLAH based DIR, the LLAH
features for an order of neighbor points such as abcdef
are registered as described in Section 3. For reducing
computational costs in our retrieval, we register the



LLAH features of every clockwise order such as abcdef ,
bcdefa and so on in our registration.

Since the number of the orders is n, a point is reg-
istered into n ·n Cm indexes. This means that memory
size for the database is n times more than that of LLAH
based DIR. By contrast, the computational costs of the
LLAH features in our retrieval are 1/n.

5.3 Intersection Recognition

For each intersections extracted from a captured im-
age, the LLAH features are computed in the same way
as Section 3. Since nCm indexes are retrieved from
the database, the corresponding intersection is deter-
mined by voting. As a result, some intersections are
correctly matched and other intersections are wrongly
matched (Figure 4(a)). From all the matched intersec-
tion, top N intersections are selected by assuming that
higher voting number is reliable (we set N = 20) (Fig-
ure 4(b)). Since there are still wrongly matched inter-
sections, which are matched with an intersection in an-
other map, we use RANSAC based homography com-
putation [5]. For computing a camera pose, we com-
pute a homography matrix between a captured image
and a map in the database [14]. By inserting RANSAC
process into the computation of the homography ma-
trix, the wrongly matched are removed (Figure 4(c)).

(a) LLAH Matching

(b) Selection by Voting Result

(c) Selection by RANSAC

Figure 4: Intersection Recognition

5.4 Database Update

Since the initial database is generated by using inter-
sections in GIS, we can say that the LLAH features in
the initial database are generated by using a top view
image. If we use only the initial database, the retrieval
of intersections will succeed in case of near top view
including many points. By adding new LLAH features

according to the changes of the user’s viewpoint, the
retrieval will still work when the captured image is not
close to the top view image.

When the homography is computed in Section 5.3,
the intersections in the database can be reprojected
onto the captured image (Figure 5). If a distance be-
tween the reprojected intersection and an extracted in-
tersection in the image is within a threshold (we set 2
pixels), the extracted intersection is matched with the
reprojected intersection. Compared with Figure 4(c),
the number of matched intersections increases. For
each intersection, the LLAH features are computed
and registered in the database in the same way as
Section 5.2. If a collision happens, the data is over-
written. Newly registered LLAH feature are used from
next Intersection Recognition. Since the update serves
as tracking, we named it LLAH Tracking.

Figure 5: Matched Intersections by Reprojection

6 Experimental Results

6.1 Experimental Settings

We use real GIS data from Nantes city in France
including 3760 intersections [11]. Our device is com-
posed of a laptop (Intel Core 2 Duo 2.2GHz and 3GB
RAM) with a firewire camera.

Before using LLAH, we have to determine the values
of some parameters described in Section 3. Since these
parameters were determined on experimental bases
in [9], we set n = 7, m = 5, k = 50, Hsize = 220 − 1
from some experiments.

6.2 Minimum Number of Intersections

In this section, we confirm the minimum number
of intersections for MIR with the initial database de-
scribed in 5.2. Each user’s map is generated by dividing
the city into 100 areas (Figure 6(a)). For making the
extraction of intersection easy, we use the map includ-
ing only intersections. The camera is set parallel to the
map to capture a top view image.

As shown in Table 1, the number of maps including
less than 20 intersections is 52. All the maps couldn’t
be retrieved because the number of retrieved points is
not enough for recognizing the area of the map. In
the case where the number of points is between 21 and
40, some maps couldn’t be retrieved. In one of the
failure cases, many intersections were in a line (Fig-
ure 6(b)). In this case, the LLAH features couldn’t
be stably computed. If a map includes more than 41
points, our method works stably.

6.3 AR Display

Our method can still work in the cases of strong
camera tilting and occlusions (Figure 7). This is be-
cause we register new LLAH features according to the
changes of the user’s viewpoint.



Table 1: Number of Failures in Map Retrieval

Intersections Maps Failures
0-20 52 52
21-40 13 4
41- 35 0

(a) 100 Maps (b) Failure

Figure 6: Number of Failures in Map Retrieval

For evaluating computational costs of AR display,
100 frames are captured in order to compute the av-
erage computational costs as shown in Table 2. The
computational costs of Intersection Recognition and
Database Update depend on the number of extracted
intersections, which can be represented by O(N) in the
case that the number of extracted intersections is N .
In our algorithm, total computational costs are 46 msec
(more than 20fps). However, GIS Data Rendering took
most computational costs which are more than twice
that of our algorithm. Since GIS data includes detailed
polygons, the data has to be simplified in order to re-
duce computational costs.

Table 2: Computation Cost

Process Time (msec)
Intersection Extraction 11
Intersection Recognition 22
Camera Pose Estimation 3

Update Database 10
GIS Data Rendering 102

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a method for retriev-
ing a corresponding map of a map image from a map
database. We extended LLAH based DIR in order
to enable free camera moving. In our method, reg-
istration and retrieval in LLAH based DIR were im-
proved for reducing computational costs in the re-
trieval process. LLAH features of rotated map im-
ages were registered in the registration. In addition,
LLAH feature was updated when the user’s viewpoint
changed. Our improvements can enable MIR to the
case of strong camera tilting, occlusion and fewer in-
tersections. To enables use of maps from different man-
ufactures, a method for intersection extraction will be
implemented.
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Figure 7: GIS Rendering
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